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It is well known from quantum mechanics that weak measurements offer a means of amplifying and detecting
very small phenomena. We present here the first experimental observation of the Goos-Ha¨nchen shift via a
weak measurement approach. c© 2018 Optical Society of America
OCIS codes: 000.0000, 999.9999.
A bounded beam of light reflected from or transmit-
ted through a planar interface suffers diffractive correc-
tions to the law of reflection or to Snell’s law. The most
prominent of these are the Goos-Ha¨nchen (GH) [1] and
the Imbert-Fedorov (IF) [2, 3] shifts that induce spatial
translations of the beam in the directions parallel and
perpendicular to the plane of incidence, respectively. An-
gular analogous to the GH [4] and the IF effect have re-
cently been observed, as well as the spin Hall effect of
light (SHEL) [5–7]. This last one is connected to the IF
shift being a separation orthogonal to the plane of in-
cidence of the two spin components of the reflected or
transmitted beam. These effects do not occur only for
simple planar interfaces but were also observed or pre-
dicted for photonics crystals, waveguides or resonators
[8–10]. They are not restricted to fully spatially coher-
ent beams but they are observed also for beams with
a partial degree of spatial coherence [11, 12]. They are
wavelike phenomena that occur also for matter waves or
acoustic waves [13,14].
The measurement of these optical shifts is in general
a challenging task because they are tiny phenomena. A
weak measurement approach has proven to be successful
for the observations of these effects. This technique is
an optical analogue [15] of the quantum weak measure-
ment concept introduced in ref. [16]. In a remarkable
experiment, Hosten and Kwiat [6] where the firsts that
applied this experimental scheme to the measurement of
optical beam shifts. They reported the first experimental
observation of the SHEL. This observation was also con-
firmed by other experiments [17]. Theoretical analysis of
the weak measurement approach for the observation of
optical beam shifts were reported in ref. [18].
In this letter we present the first experimental obser-
vation of the GH effect via a weak measurement scheme.
The “weak measuring device” [15] is a prism which in-
troduces a small lateral displacement Dp (Ds) for the p
(s) polarization of a Gaussian beam in total internal re-
flection (TIR). We consider a Cartesian reference frame
with y in the vertical direction, z in the propagation di-
rection and x fixed as consequence. A polarizer and an
analyzer select the initial and the final linear polariza-
tions to be at angles α and β with respect to the hori-
zontal in the xy plane. The weak measurement scheme
works as follow [15,19]: if the polarizer and the analyzer
are set to α = pi4 and β = α +
pi
2 +  (  1) respec-
tively, the emerging beam is laterally shifted of a quan-
tity 12 ·∆GH · cot(), where ∆GH = Dp - Ds. We measure
the separation (∆GH · cot()) in between the two beams
corresponding to the two polarizations settings α = pi4
and β = α +pi2 ± . The small beam displacement ∆GH
introduced by the GH effect is thus amplified of a factor
cot().
We test this in our setup (Fig.1). We collimate light
from a single-mode fiber-coupled 826 nm laser diode with
a 20X objective. In order to reduce problems connected
to multiple reflections in the prism, a beam expander
is used to generate a collimated Gaussian beam with a
beam waist w0 = 260 µm. A polarizer (P1) is set at α =
pi
4 . The beam then suffers TIR in a 45
◦−90◦−45◦ prism
(BK7, n = 1,51 at 826 nm), The analyzer consists of a
quarter wave plate (λ/4), an half wave plate (λ/2) and a
polarizer (P2). A quadrant detector (QD), mounted on
a translation stage, is used to measure the relative beam
displacement. It can be replaced by a CCD for observing
the profile of the beam emerging from the analyzer.
We first set P2 to β = α +pi2 and we set the λ/4 and
the λ/2 in order to minimize the power transmitted to
the QD. We then turn P2 first to β = α +pi2 +  and then
to β = α +pi2 -  and we measure the beams separation S
( S = ∆GH ·cot() ) with the QD. The angle  is chosen to
be 10−2 rad. This value of  is a convenient compromise
in between transmitted power Pt = 10
−4P (where P is
the maximum power that can be transmitted through
P2) and the lateral displacement amplification (cot()
=100). With this choice, the beam profile of the trans-
mitted beam is still Gaussian (left side of fig. 2), the only
observable effect is the lateral translation. For complete-
ness, in the same figure (right side) we repot the beam
profile corresponding to crossed polarizer (β = α +pi2 ).
The transmitted beam is not anymore Gaussian but has
two peaks separated by approximately 21/2w where w is
the beam waist expected for the input Gaussian beam
in the CCD plane [19].
Figure 3 shows our experimental data. The horizon-
tal axis is the angle of incidence, the vertical axis is the
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Fig. 1. Setup for the weak measurement of the GH shift.
The polarizer P1 is followed by an analyser composed
of QWP (quarter wave plate), HWP (half wave plate)
and polarizer (P2). L1 and L2 are the lenses of the beam
expander.
Fig. 2. Left: beam profile for (= 10−2 rad). Right: beam
profile for perfect crossing ( = 0 rad).
GH shift of a p polarized beam with respect to a s po-
larized beam. The line in the figure represents the the-
oretical predictions for a Gaussian beam derived from
ref. [20]. Data correspond to the GH shift ∆GH derived
from measurements. The small gap in the experimen-
tal data around 45◦ of incidence is due to unavoidable
problems with multiple reflections in the prims.
The agreement in between theory and experiment
is very good. This is certainly a surprising result
because in our theoretical analysis we used only results
from ref. [19] for the weak measurements approach.
In that paper the beams (the analogous of the p and
s components in our case) emerge in phase from the
“weak measuring device”. In total internal reflection the
p and s components undergo phase jumps δp and δs of
different amounts that depend on the angle of incidence.
If we follow ref. [15] the p and the s components of the
beam emerging from TIR will be
Fig. 3. Experimental data (squares) are compared with
the theoretical predictions for the GH shift in total in-
ternal reflection.
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where δ = δp - δs is the phase difference between p
and s. (Multiplication by a complex exponential affects
only absolute phase, not relative phase or intensity, and
hence not polarization form [21].) We introduce the λ/4
and the λ/2 to compensate for the relative phase and
we note that in this particular case the Jones matrix
representing their effect is a diagonal one:∣∣∣∣∣ei
δ
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A non-diagonal matrix would mix the two polariza-
tion components. The beam emerging from our retarder
has the following form∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
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and it is identical to formula 40 of ref. [15] from which
the formalism of [19] is derived. This is the reason why
theory and experiments agree so well.
f(x) = cos(β) cos(α) exp
[
− (x−Dp)
2
w2
]
+ sin(β) sin(α) exp
[
− (x−Ds)
2
w2
]
This can be written as (ref. [15], formula 42)
f(x) = cos(α+ β)φ(x− a; , w0,∆GH)
2
where a = 12 (Dp +Ds), tan() '  (in our case  = 10−2
rad), and φ is given by
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this last form makes it evident that that the wave
function is a superposition of two Gaussians, centered
on x = ± 12∆GH . It is now simple to show that for
1
2∆GH/w   1 the two Gaussians interfere desstruc-
tively to produce a single Gaussian, the centroid of which
is shifted by the weak value 12∆GH/ ' 12∆GH cot()
[19].
We find our result particularly nice because by choos-
ing a fixed value for  = ±10−2 rad, we obtain a neat
amplification of the GH curve predicted by the standard
theory of the GH effect [20]. We simply multiply by a
factor 100 the GH shift due to TIR for any angle of
incidence. This is not always the case for weak measure-
ments applied to beam shifts. For instance in ref [6, 17]
the opposite displacements of the two spin components
actually depend on the input polarization state that, for
experimental reasons, is varied when the angle of inci-
dence change.
The theoretical support for our experimental results
is based on refs [15,19,20]. Important experimental and
theoretical papers considering weak measurement of the
beam shifts have been reported recently [6,17,18,22–24].
Anyway most of them [6,17,23] deal with SHEL and not
with the GH effect. The nice work of Go¨tte and Dennis
[18, 24] treats together the case for the GH, IF and the
SHEL. The work of Qin et al. [22] treats the angular GH
shift and the SHEL. Unfortunately these theories do not
apply to our experiment because they do not explicitly
consider an analyser made of λ/4, λ/2 and a polarizer.
In summary, we have demonstrated that the weak
measurement is a valuable approach for observing the
GH shift in TIR. It allows for a neat amplication of the
effect. Although our results are strictly valid only for
TIR we expect that they can be extended experimentally
and theoretically (for instance to the case of metallic
mirrors [25]). This technique, based on an amplification
scheme, can be particularly interesting in applications
where the GH shift is applied for sensing [26].
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